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Abstract—Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) is among the
most widely used algorithms in reinforcement learning, which
achieves state-of-the-art performance in many challenging prob-
lems. The keys to its success are the reliable policy updates
through the clipping mechanism and the multiple epochs of
minibatch updates. The aim of this research is to give new simple
but effective alternatives to the former. For this, we propose
linearly and exponentially decaying clipping range approaches
throughout the training. With these, we would like to provide
higher exploration at the beginning and stronger restrictions at
the end of the learning phase. We investigate their performance
in several classical control and locomotive robotic environments.
During the analysis, we found that they influence the achieved
rewards and are effective alternatives to the constant clipping
method in many reinforcement learning tasks.
Index Terms—Clipping range, Proximal Policy Optimization,
Reinforcement learning, Robotic control
I. INTRODUCTION
In reinforcement learning, the goal of the agent is to find the
optimal policy to maximize the obtained rewards by interacting
with the environment. This field gives the agents the ability
to learn and adapt to many robotic and control problems [1]
based on exploration. Frequently used algorithm types are the
policy gradient methods.
Policy gradient methods compute an estimator of the gradi-
ent of the expected return collected by sample trajectories. At
the same time, they often have an undesirable behavior with
large policy updates. To guarantee monotonic improvement,
Trust Region Policy Optimization (TRPO) [2] was introduced
as a modification of the classical natural policy gradient
algorithm [3]. By applying Kullback–Leibler divergence rather
than a fixed penalty coefficient, it gives a stable and reliable
policy gradient approach. However, it uses a second-order
optimization technique, which leads to difficult scaling and
high computation complexity.
To address these limitations of TRPO, Schulman et al.
[4] proposed the robust PPO algorithm, which restricts the
changes to the policy that are far away from the old one
by clipping the probability ratio. This method has two main
parts, which are the data sampling and the multiple epochs of
minibatch updates with optimization of the surrogate objective
function. During the optimization, stochastic gradient ascent
is used. Many advantages come from the approach of PPO
compared to TRPO: it is simpler to implement, scalable, has
better sample complexity and better performance.
It was also demonstrated in [4] that PPO outperforms several
other online policy gradient methods in many continuous
control environments. They compared the results of the vanilla
policy gradient with adaptive stepsize, the adaptive TRPO and
the Cross-Entropy Method (CEM) [5]. The Advantage Actor
Critic (A2C) [6], which is the synchronous variant of the
Asynchronous Advantage Actor Critic (A3C) algorithm, and
its improved variant with trust region [7] was examined as
well.
In recent years, different improvements in the PPO al-
gorithm were suggested as well. The significance of state-
action pairs is considered by [8], where the adaptive control
is handled by a new hyperparameter. Wang et al. modified
PPO with a trust region guided criterion [9], which requires
additional computation.
To maintain the simple approach of PPO without introduc-
ing any other hyperparameter or adding extra computational
load to the algorithm, we propose linearly and exponentially
decaying clipping ranges. PPO with constant clipping range
proved to be possibly leading to insufficient exploration [9].
With our approaches, we would like to give sufficient explo-
ration at the beginning of the training and stronger restrictions
in the policy updates at the end.
This paper is divided into five sections. This section was a
brief overview of the policy gradient methods and their chal-
lenges. The next section describes the essential background of
this study. Our design and implementation of our methodol-
ogy with the classical control and robotic environments are
outlined in the third section. The fourth section analyses the
results of our new approach. Our conclusions are drawn in the
final section.
II. BACKGROUND
Reinforcement learning problems can be described as
Markov Decision Processes, where the policy π maps each
state st from the state space S to action at from the action
space A at timestep t. In policy gradient methods, two impor-
tant concepts are the probability ratio (1) and the advantage
function (2). The former measures the changed probability of




























The advantage function gives the relative advantage of
action a in state s with the action-value Qπ(s, a) compered to
selecting any action in state s, formulated by the state-value
function V π(s).
Aπ(s, a) = Qπ(s, a)− V π(s) (2)
The multiplication of the two before-mentioned terms for-
mulates (3), the objective function of TRPO algorithm [2],
where Ât is an estimator of the advantage function at timestep






In PPO [4], the objective function is basically the same as
(3) if the probability ratio is close to 1, which means, that the
new and the old policy are close to each other. However, this
method uses a clipping approach to those situations, where
the new policy is far away from the old one. This clipping
parameter is denoted by ε and it prevents large updates in the
policy, which has a value usually around 0.2. The minimum
term is used to give a pessimistic lower bound to the policy




min(rt(θ)Ât, clip(rt(θ), 1− ε, 1 + ε)Ât)
]
(4)
Loss function (5) is defined by the combination of three
terms [4]: the previously described surrogate function (4), the
value function LV F and the entropy bonus S, as proposed by
earlier research [6], [10], where c1 and c2 are two coefficients.
Lt(θ) = Êt
[
LPPOt (θ)− c1LV Ft + c2S[πθ](st)
]
(5)
The optimization is based on this term with respect to θ.
As a new approach proposed by Schulman et al. [4], there are
multiple epochs of minibatch updates, compared to TRPO,
where there is only one gradient update per data sample.
III. METHODS
This section begins by describing the six classical control
and robotic RL environments that we used for training. The
next subsections outline the design and implementation of the
PPO with the new clipping approaches.
A. Environments
We used the OpenAI Gym [11] for training agents in
classical control tasks. The three selected exercises are the
Cart-Pole, the inverted Pendulum and the Acrobot control
problems1. They can the seen in Fig. 1(a), 1(b) and 1(c).
1CartPole-v1, Pendulum-v0 and Acrobot-v1
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 1. OpenAI Gym classical control and PyBullet robotic
environments. (a) Cart-Pole. (b) Pendulum. (c) Acrobot. (d)
Hopper. (e) Walker. (f) Half-Cheetah [11], [12]
The Cart-Pole problem was introduced by Sutton and Barto
[13]. The goal is to balance the pole, which is attached to a
cart, and prevent it from falling. The position and the velocity
of the cart and the angle and velocity at the tip of the pole
are observed. The possible actions are pushing the cart to the
left or to the right.
Fig. 1(b) shows the Pendulum task, where the aim is to try
to keep it in the standing position by applying torque to its
joint. The observation space consists of the pendulum angle
and the angular velocity.
The Acrobot, which was first described by Sutton [14], has
two links and joints. This version of the environment uses
Runge-Kutta integration for better accuracy [15]. The joint
between the links hangs downwards at the initial state, which
has to be controlled in order to bring the lower link up to
the given height. The environment is similar to the previous
one, the two rotational joint angles and the joint angular
velocities are observed and the action is applying torque on
the controllable joint.
For more complex problems, we used PyBullet [12], which
provides several robotic environments. We selected the Hop-
per, the Walker and the Half-Cheetah locomotion tasks2, which
are presented in Fig. 1(d), 1(e) and 1(f). With these, we would
like to investigate the performance of the different clipping
strategies on high dimensional state and action spaces with
increasing difficulty.
Hopper, the one-legged robot with the task of hopping
forward, was analyzed in [16], [17]. This model of the hopping
robot is based on the work by Erez, Tassa and Todorov [18]
with 15-dimensional observation space and with torque control
on the foot, the leg and the thigh.
Many studies have been published on the Walker bipedal
robot [2], [17]–[19]. It provides a more advanced environment
2HopperBulletEnv, Walker2DBulletEnv and HalfCheetahBulletEnv, all
with version ”-v0”
with torque control on both legs and observation space with
17 dimensions. As the name suggests, the goal is to achieve
forward walking motion.
The two-dimensional robot has to learn how to run by
controlling the torque on the two feet, shins and thighs in the
Half-Cheetah environment. This problem was studied in [20],
[21]. The dimension of the observation space is 26, which is
significantly larger than in the previously described classical
control and even the two other locomotive tasks.
B. Algorithm
Our goal was to maintain the simple design of the PPO
algorithm without modifying the objective function and with-
out introducing any extra hyperparameters. Instead of having
constant clipping value throughout the learning, we decay this
parameter linearly or exponentially. Equation (6) shows the
linear approach, where T stands for the maximum timestep
and t for the current timestep of the training. The initial
clipping value is denoted by ε0. The selected exponential
method (7) uses slower decay with α = 0.99. During the







100 tT ε0 (7)
The modified version of the PPO algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 1. The new element is placed in line 6, the other
parts originate from [4].
Algorithm 1: PPO algorithm with clipping decay
1 for iteration = 1, 2, ... do
2 for actor = 1, 2, ..., N do
3 Run policy πθold in environment for T
timesteps
4 Compute advantage estimates Â1 . . . ÂT
5 end
6 Decay the clipping range linearly (6) or
exponentially (7)
7 Optimize surrogate L wrt θ, with K epochs and
minibatch size M ≤ NT
8 θold ←− θnew
9 end
C. Implementation
Stable Baselines3 (SB3) [22] provides reliable implemen-
tations of reinforcement learning algorithms in PyTorch to
give good baselines and make it easier to refine new ideas.
This code is based on exactly the algorithm described by
Schulman et al. [4]. Because of these characteristics, we found
it a perfect choice and implemented the alternative clipping
approaches to the PPO algorithm. Source code is available at
https://github.com/MoniFarsang/ppo-clipping-approaches.
IV. RESULTS
First, we analyzed the mechanism of the exponential and
linear decaying clipping. We found that they influence strongly
the policy updates during training. It is demonstrated by
Fig. 2, which displays the percentage of existing clips in
practice. Besides the constant value, slow exponential decay
and linear decay to zero are illustrated. The fractions of the
truncated updates are higher due to the poor performance at the
beginning of the training. Later, they decrease then slowly start
to rise again. The reason behind this comes from two aspects:
the policy updates more often exceed the limit and the clipping
range decays by the algorithm. The constant clipping value
influences only the first aspect, which gives a good frame of
reference. Accordingly, the differences between the two other
curves show the effect of the decreasing limits.
We evaluated the PPO algorithm with three different clip-
ping strategies and our focus was on the average rewards
during the training. To compare the different clipping strate-
gies, we use the evaluation metrics proposed by Schulman
et al. [4]. These are the average reward per episode over
the entire training period and over the last 100 episodes of
training. Meanwhile, the former measures fast learning, the
latter analyzes the final performance.
In all our experiments of the OpenAI Gym classical control
problems, the proposed linearly and exponentially decaying
clipping range give a considerable alternative to the constant
value. We present the learning curves in Fig. 3(a), 3(b), 3(c).
They were run with 100 thousand, 2 million and 1 million
timesteps, respectively. Meanwhile, 8 parallel environments
were used in the Cart-Pole and the Pendulum tasks, 16 was
in the Acrobot problem. The evaluation metrics are reported
in Table I. We found that the linear decaying clipping range
gives the best performance during the whole training in each
task. However, if we look at only the last 100 episodes, the
exponentially decreasing strategy gives better results in the
case of the Pendulum problem and the linear one with the
Acrobot. In the latter, the results are close to each other, as
can be noted in Fig. 3(c). Similarly, each algorithm got the
same results in the Cart-Pole task, where they archived the
maximum possible score.
Fig. 2. Percentage of clipping the loss function in policy
updates throughout the training
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 3. Average rewards obtained by different clipping range strategies in OpenAI Gym classical control and in PyBullet
robotic environments.
TABLE I.
PERFORMANCE OF THE CLIPPING STRATEGIES IN OPENAI GYM AND PYBULLET ENVIRONMENTS
Average Clipping OpenAI Gym Environments PyBullet Environments
rewards decay Cart-Pole Pendulum Acrobot Hopper Walker Half-Cheetah
all training
constant 419.85 -629.01 -91.42 1628.91 603.86 2536.31
linear 435.10 -579.64 -89.29 1669.25 738.83 2524.82
exponential 422.91 -698.49 -90.08 1576.96 840.74 2586.07
last 100 episodes
constant 500.00 -186.90 -77.96 2108.30 984.99 1891.02
linear 500.00 -190.14 -77.95 2230.95 1230.14 1844.64
exponential 500.00 -170.76 -78.38 2215.78 1356.59 1982.20
The learning curves of the locomotive robotic tasks in the
PyBullet environment are presented in Fig. 3(d), 3(e) and 3(f).
They were trained 2 million timesteps long in 16 parallel
environments. Comparable to the classical control problems,
the two proposed strategies show excellent performance and
cope with larger complexity as well. Table I compares the
numerical results. The training of the hopping robot reported
similar performance with each clipping approach and the linear
one was only slightly better than the others. However, the
Walker and the Half-Cheetah environment give more diverse
outcomes. The exponential decay strategy yields great results
in these tasks. They not only exceed the other clipping
strategies throughout the whole training but affect especially
significantly the final performance.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, our work presented a small modification
of the clipping range in the classical PPO algorithm. Our
goal was to maintain the simple approach of the original
method without modifying the objective function or adding
extra hyperparameters. We compared three different clipping
range strategies, where we found that the proposed linearly and
exponentially decaying values give promising alternatives to
the constant clipping range. During the analysis, our focus was
on classical control and locomotive robotic environments. The
results of this study suggest that varying the clipping range
can be beneficial, especially for more complex problems to
achieve considerable improvement in the final performance.
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